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Joseph E. Ross resided at the Krotona Institute of Theosophy, Ojai, from 1968 to 1973. A
scholar on the history of the Krotona Institute, he is also the owner of the Ross Collection, a
unique archive of rare documents, letters, and images pertaining to the early days of Theosophy
and its leading figures of the time, including: Dr. Annie Besant, C.W. Leadbeater, C.
Jinarajadasa, A.P. Warrington, and J. Krishnamurti. See www.krotonaarchives.com. From this
archive, he has produced eight books. This, Volume VI, is the last in the Krotona Series. It is of
particular interest to historians because it builds on Volume 5 and new archival documents to
further reveal Theosophical conversations from the period when Krishnamurti broke away from
the organization of The Theosophical Society, as Krishnamurti’s point of view becomes manifest
in his actions: “You, cannot give a poison from one side and the remedy from the other, that is to
say give with one hand what I call Poison, organizations, discipleship, Masters; and with the
other the remedy, the remedy against fear, against lack of understanding and
intelligence.”"Volume 6 is a shattering account of the activities of the early leaders of The
Theosophical Society, including their attempts at coercing Theosophical members into
agreement with their ideas on the Masters, extending even to forcing belief in a synthesis of
nontraditional Christianity with Hindu Esotericism. Through their letters and conversations, up to
and beyond the deaths of Dr. Besant, and C.W. Leadbeater, the reader learns also of
Krishnamurti’s estrangement from and reconciliation with the T.S. Much of this information is not
available anywhere else." - Robert Boyd, theosophical scholar

''From the evocative title to the final chapter, this collection provokes deep reflection on the
multiple forms of power, powerlessness, and empowerment within pastoral relationships. I am
especially impressed with the analysis of social, intercultural, and spiritual dimensions. The
conference organizers and book editor have done an excellent job choosing just the right
contributors, and just the right issues, to make this critical reading for ministers and those who
teach them.''--Bonnie J. Miller-McLemore, E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Professor of
Religion, Psychology, and Culture, The Divinity School, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN''It is
the taboo surrounding power that makes power so powerful' (Gärtner). The taboo on power in
pastoral counseling is broken powerfully in this book. Courageous pastoral care requires an
honest encounter with the complexities of power in oneself, pastoral relationships, and structural
dynamics. With this rich variety of perspectives, the caring pastor can navigate carefully through
the maze of power to find a morally and emotionally sound way of caring well.''--Yolanda Dreyer,
Head of Department of Practical Theology, Faculty of Theology, University of Pretoria, Pretoria,
South Africa''These essays in practical theology enrich and broaden the ongoing discussion of
power and its roles in ministries of care and counseling. Students, scholars, and practitioners will



be better equipped to understand and respond to the complex relationship of power and
compassion. The book features the most recent insights from Europe and the United States into
the ways neoliberal market assumptions shape power in spiritual care.''--Duane Bidwell,
Associate Professor of Practical Theology, Spiritual Care, and Counseling, Claremont School of
Theology, Claremont, CA''This excellent book provides rich and nuanced discussions of the
negative and positive role of power in pastoral and religious contexts. The often disguised and
strategic use of power in pastoral situations is perfectly exposed without neglecting its receptive
and agentic aspects. The book provides readers with a good introduction to an often neglected
and much discredited topic. It will be particularly valuable for the education and training of
pastors and religious leaders, but practical theologians and those with a more general interest in
the use and abuse of power in communal and cultural settings will also benefit from this
stimulating book.''--Jaco Dreyer, President of the International Academy for Practical Theology,
University of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa --Wipf and Stock Publishers --This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorAnnemie Dillen is Associate Professor of Pastoral and
Empirical Theology at the Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies, KU Leuven, Belgium. She
is the coeditor of Prophetic Witness in World Christianities (2011) and Children's Voices:
Children's Perspectives in Ethics, Theology and Religious Education (2010). --This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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The KroTona SerieS, Volume Vi1932—1940Krishnamurti’s Departure from the Theosophical
SocietyJoseph E. RossThe Krotona Series, Volume 6, 1932-1940: Krishnamurti’s Departure
from the Theosophical Society.© 2012 Joseph E. RossAll rights reserved. No part of this book
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, except
brief quotations in reviews, without permission in writing from the copyright owner.Unless
otherwise credited, illustrations or photos are from the author’s archives, and are under
copyright protection.First Edition, 2012Library of Congress Catalogue in publication dataLibrary
of Congress Catalogue in publication dataKrotona, Theosophy, & Krishnamurti, 1932-1940:
Archival Documents of the Theosophical Society’s Esoteric Center, Krotona, in Ojai, California.
Volume VI of the Krotona Series.Table of ContentsAuthor’s Preface ..............................................
..............iAcknowledgements ...................................................... vForeword .................................
...................................viiIntroduction ................................................................ ixChapter 1:
1932 ...........................................................1Chapter 2:
1933 .........................................................65Chapter 3:
1934 .......................................................157Chapter 4:
1935 .......................................................203Chapter 5:
1936 .......................................................237Chapter 6:
1937 .......................................................271Chapter 7:
1938 .......................................................279Chapter 8:
1939 .......................................................295Chapter 9:
1940 .......................................................311Author’s PrefaceThis is the last book on the history
of the Krotona Institute and its relationship to the Theosophical Society. The author wants to say
though that he is no longer a member of the Theosophical Society, nor a member of the Esoteric
School. The eight volumes written on the activities within the Krotona Institute and the
Theosophical Society are published because Shrimati Rukmini Devi suggested it was the
author’s duty to write the books for all those interested in the Theosophical Movement. The
books are not a publication of propaganda, but a means of protecting new members from
inaccuracies which they have not the wherewithal to gauge. It is not fair even to the members of
any organization that they should be flooded with inaccurate statements calculated to prejudice
the history of the Krotona Institute or the Theosophical Society. Radha Burnier wrote the author
in September 1966 that, “Those who have put private material in the public domain have broken
obligations, but it is their Karma.” It is the first requisite of the historian to heal ignorance. Let
each reader think for themselves, and use their own intuition if what is written here should be for
privileged members only. Each individual should make up his or her own mind. The documents
provided the author not only with much indispensable information, but with something even
more precious—a mirror. How many lessons are to be learnt from them! Whether right or wrong,



wise or otherwise, one day all the facts will come out.We quote the Outer Head, C. Jinarajadasa
of the Esoteric Section during the 1930’s: “Furthermore, The Society’s work does not now
require the secrecy concerning its teachings which was considered advisable in its early years.”
It is very interesting, if one would really read the Three Objects of the Theosophical Society to
discover that it does not mention “teachings” in the Objects, but does mention study and
investigation.Readers who have followed this chronicle of the Krotona Institute with sidelines on
the history of the Theosophical Societyi will have noted that we have concerned ourselves with
the records left by the writers as tangible proof; and as with many other subjects mentioned,
which may, at first sight, seem out of place in this volume, these records are necessary in truth to
promote interest and to provoke enquiry. Incidents here and there are given, which, though of
little seeming significance at the moment, can, when followed, be found to lead to important
results.The most delicate and human of all the branches of the art of writing has been relegated
to the journeymen of letters; we do not reflect that it is perhaps as difficult to write a good life as
to live one.The spirit of dispassion and impartiality has in all cases been striven for, and the pros
and cons of any major event given as fairly as may be without ulterior intentions. Here and there
details have been allowed, which, more truly than any comment or argument, showed the value
of a situation. History is made up solely of persons, their ideas, their actions, and how these
impress others and influence and direct their lives. Therefore the actors, as they come and go—
or stay, finding their life’s work in the Theosophical Society—have been allowed to express
themselves, and the results are shown in the activities and development of The Society, and the
reaction of the world to The Society.It was necessary to give some attention from the historical
point of view that human beings are too important to be treated as mere symptoms of the
past.They have a value which is independent of any temporal processes—which is eternal, and
must be felt for its own sake. Let us observe and watch the temperaments and outlooks of the
characters on the stage as they make the history of the Krotona Institute.It is with confidence,
therefore, that this history is presented, in the hope that it will give insight into a great movement
which cannot be measured by statistics, which has profoundly affected thought for the past 146
years, and will evidently go on doing so in the years to come. The Krotona Institute is a living
tree, putting forth new branches and new leaves.iiThe history of the Krotona Institute is unknown
to the masses. It is a veiled mystery even to the learned—because they have never had the key
to a right understanding of the abundant hints thrown out by the Esoteric School or the ancient
classics.To accomplish the proposed task, the writer has had to resort to the rather unusual
means of dividing and jumping into different parts of it, even though the material is written in
chronological order. This may, at first sight, seem out of place in this volume, but although
fragmentary, it is the consecutive history of the Krotona Institute. This is necessary in truth. The
public, even its own members, have heard but one side of the history. Whether the rest of its
history will ever be written or published will depend on the interest of a future scholar.We could
hardly end on a more resounding note than that struck by Josephine Ransom herself. “I would
recommend the reader of this history not to be too concerned with success and failure as they



come and go, but to watch the steady fulfilment of a purpose no matter what the
obstacles.”iiiAcknowledgementsThe author extends his deepest gratitude to all the many writers
of the letters, documents and diaries left as a record of the history of the Krotona Institute and
the Theosophical Society. My special thanks to the staff of the Krishnamurti Foundation of
America Archives for being exceedingly helpful in giving me access to their archives, and
permission to reproduce documents for this volume. I wish to repeat my thanks to the many
helpful and tolerant friends of the Theosophical Society, especially in the headquarters at
Wheaton, Illinois, and people all over the world who have helped me, through the contribution of
information, interviews, letters, documents, photographs and criticism, to arrive at as complete a
portrayal of this organization, who did not know the characters personally.Special mention must
also be made of R. E. Mark Lee’s remarkable patience,his counsel and valuable expertise in
suggestions for structural changes, and especially for the Foreword. This project would not have
proceeded without his friendship, and his enduring encouragement towards the completion of
the final version. Words will never convey the debt of the author’s gratitude.Appreciation to
Robert Boyd who carefully pointed out numerous mistakes and made excellent suggestions
getting facts straight regarding the history of the Theosophical Society.It’s quite extraordinary to
have a dear friend, who is not only skillful in speaking Spanish, but who in the spirit of an
enduring friendship took her busy time to translate many of the 1935 letters: my deep
appreciation to Linda Lambert.On a personal note I would like to thank Michael Lommel, to
whom I owe thanks for responding so sensitively to the task of designing the last two volumes,
and assisting me in the final preparation of the photos.Throughout the documentation, please be
advised that the letters and memos form a narrative, broken by “transitions bars” which are really
inserted miscellanea!vPencil sketch by B.A. RossA.P. WarringtonForewordAs a whole, the
Biblical gospels are no more than the contents, as a whole, of The Krotona Series, Volume 6,
1932-1940: Krishnamurti’s Departure from the Theosophical Society. The writings and facsimiles
in this volume are of a religious nature because they are dedicated to and inspired by the truths
of the Theosophical movement.They show no artifice and, particularly those of the principals of
the Society, speak of Truth-seeking and devotion to the highest principles of life.A more certain
way to ensure that historians do not eschew facts when a chronicle of events is told or written is
to preserve and protect by publication the second tier of eyewitness accounts, original
documents, and personal letters of the era and particularly those that originate by the hand of
intimates and associates of the principals.The fact that Krishnamurti disavowed the very
community that gave him his first voice points to a high natural law he espoused: namely, that
truth is not personified, it is impersonal. Truth is blind; it is both absolute and relative, and most
importantly, truth is essentially what is religious. This volume gives full and ample testimony of
this.Krishnamurti’s great act of leaving the Theosophical Society was seriously misunderstood. It
engendered myths alive today and that will likely engage scholars for a thousand years. In fact
he began to question and challenge with courage established Society beliefs as early as 1918.
What started as doubt and questioning the Society quickly expanded and included all of



humankind’s organized and established beliefs. This continued to the end of his life in 1986.
What documents in this book prove is that questioning and doubt were encouraged by the
Society itself to some extent, and that some of Krishnamurti’s mature teachings can trace their
origin to living insights he had from his discovery in 1910 to the formal end of his association
with the Society in the late 1930s.viiIt is undeniable that the Theosophical Society saved
Krishnamurti’s life, that it prepared and nurtured his religious mind, and that it conditioned him as
a modern man for a mission to serve humanity. What is deniable, and is the subject of this book,
is that Krishnamurti destroyed the Society; that Krishnamurti was the World-Teacher as the
Society defined the role; and that Krishnamurti was a “biological freak.”The documents are
arranged chronologically and encompass the esoteric to the mundane. There are inevitable
gaps in the chronology as it unfolds because the documents came from so many diverse and
disconnected sources. As there is no oeuvre of Theosophical Society history world-wide or in
America except for the several volumes that comprise the Krotona history in California by
Joseph Ross, the reader has no other source to refer to that could provide the larger framework
that would make sense of the history of the Society, of Krotona as the Esoteric center, and of
Krishnamurti’s association with the Society.1Ross does not even suggest his sixth and last
volume is a definitive history of Krotona. But readers and scholars will feel a deep connection
with the Society and Krotona as the true back story of Krishnamurti’s disconnect with the
Society simply and humanly unfolds. The story itself dissolves blame, with the plain unadorned
truth.R.E.Mark LeeTrustee, Krishnamurti Foundation India, Krishnamurti Foundation of
America1 Ross, Joseph, Krotona of Old Hollywood 1866-1913 Volume I. Krotona of Old
Hollywood1914-1920 Volume II. Krotona: The New Krotona from Hollywood to Ojai 1921-1922
Volume III. Krotona: Krotona in the Ojai Valley 1923-1926 Volume IV.viiiIntroduction: J.
Krishnamurti’s Relationship to The Thesosophical Society and his DepartureIt is important to
remember that the Krotona Institute is an Esoteric Center, and that it has no official connection
with the Theosophical Society. When the Esoteric Section was first organized by H.P. Blavatsky,
it was known as a section of the Theosophical Society, but Blavatsky saw that the perfect
freedom and public character of the Society might be interfered with it, she broke the connection
with The Society. What is written within the following pages should be read with care as the
written words may contain several meanings.There is no such thing as occult obedience as it is
usually taught by the current occult schools. In the early days of the E.S., and the E.R., the
Master or Teacher exacted from His disciple that implicit obedience which actually made the
Teacher responsible and placed upon His shoulders the destiny of the disciple. The intellectual
principle in the individual is now too much developed to warrant this type of expectancy. This
condition no longer holds good today. Therefore, there is no teacher, and no disciple, the
individual is the teacher and disciple. The Teacher is responsible for the offering of opportunity
and for the right enunciation of the truth but for no more than that. In these more enlightened
days, no such position is assumed by the Teacher as in the past. It is necessary to change the
old ways of habit and conditioning, dropping the old methods in a new experiment. Today,



knowledge is widespread and many people are already thinking for themselves.It was back in
February, 11, 1931, while C. Jinarajadasa was absent at Ootacamund in the hills of India, that
the O.H. Dr. Besant called Bishop Leadbeater and Bishop Arundale to her and spoke about the
E.S. The following is only a paragraph from the letter written to C. Jinarajadasa from Bishop
Leadbeater on what she had to say regarding the E.S.“She says that the Inner Head (Master M.)
finds it inefficient in its present condition, and wants it made far more real and living, restored, in
fact, to something like what it was before the suspension, though perhaps simplified. She
reiterates that it is the heart of the Society, and says that unless that heart beats forcefully and
regularly, the outer Society cannot function properly. It needs reconstruction, and people who
are too fossilized to adopt the wider outlook must be put aside. She does not care how few the
members are, but they must be in real earnest, devoted to the service of the Masters, and willing
to work cordially with their brethren for Him. She spoke of you in connection with it, saying that
we four—she, you, I and George—would make a nucleus and set an example, and so by
degrees vivify the whole body again.”C. Jinarajadasa certainly felt that they still have in the E.S.
many whose place is not yet in an occult body pledged to the uttermost to the service of the
Masters. Since the O.H. has spoken so definitely in the above paragraph, he would now narrow
the entrance gateway, so that only real workers come into the E.S. The rule as to the opportunity
to join the E.S. after two years’ membership in the Society is henceforth changed to three years’
membership. In conclusion, C. Jinarajadasa wants more than a mere idealist wanting to do good
work to join the E.S., but is in fact one who seeks to tread the Path of Holiness to serve the world
as a disciple of the Great Ones.We have to take into account the statement made by
Krishnamurti back in 1928:I could not have said last year, as I can say now, that I am the
Teacher; for had I said it then it would have been insincere, it would have been untrue. Because I
had not then united the Source and the Goal, I was not able to say that I was the Teacher. But
now I can say it. I have become one with the Beloved, I have been made simple, I have become
glorified because of Him, and because of Him I can help. My purpose is not to create
discussions on authority, on manifestations in the personality of Krishnamurti, but to give the
waters that shall wash away your sorrows, your petty tyrannies, yourxlimitations, so that you will
eventually join that ocean where there is no limitation, where there is the Beloved.2C.
Jinarajadasa makes a comment that it has appeared to him that the E.S., and through it the
Theosophical Society, has to now take up the work which the Star dropped back in 1930.He
mentioned that the idea of the Lord Vaivasvata3 some years ago was that the Star should
emphasize citizenship, in the widest sense of the term, and stand for the ideals of the Sixth
Subrace. Since Krishnamurti closed the Star, one can see how complicated it can get when only
sentences or paragraphs are given referring to another aspect of the work. Such as the one
above. One would have to have access to all of the E.S. material to discover what was meant by
the idea of the Lord Vaivasvata. There were so many pamphlets, single sheets, and small
booklets written during the early years for E.S. members regarding the inner workings of the
Esoteric School.It is also the primary intent of this book to show Krishnamurti’s relationship to



the Theosophical Society, and his departure. It will contain unpublished thoughts of his we
thought would be of interest to include, and those that are published found in the answers he
gave to several questions posed to him while he was in Adyar in 1933, and 1934, since we
believe that they still apply today.In order to leave the field clear for Krishnamurti in his priceless
work, Dr. Besant suspended the E.S. for a short period. But the Theosophical Society suffered
from that, so she reopened it in the 1930’s with a revived form of the Raja Yoga
Discipline.C.Jinarajadasa writes his point of view of the various aspects of Krishnamurti as the
World-Teacher for the students of the Esoteric School.2 Krishnamurti, J., The Star, ‘‘Selections
from Krishnaji’s Writings”, Vol.I., n7, July 1928, p.23.3According to the Theosophical Glossary
He is the present Manu, literally Father of the Aryan Race.KrishnajiWith the reopening of the
E.S., a certain number of old members have not cared to reenter it, as they have considered that
an acceptance of Krishnaji’s teaching is incompatible with membership in the E.S. Exactly the
reverse; others have not reentered (though these are only a few) because they cannot subscribe
to the clause that Krishnaji is “the vehicle of the World-Teacher.” One of the Corresponding
Secretaries in India has reported to me as follows: “Some people remained out because they
could not conscientiously accept Krishnaji as the World-Teacher. They cannot understand why
the World-Teacher should denounce the T.S. and E.S. so much, since they have been
established in accordance with His wishes, They could not therefore accept the new conditions
and remained out.”Since Krishnaji himself is also averse to any occult claim concerning himself,
and particularly emphasises that no one must quote him as an authority, some have wondered
why a recognition of him as the vehicle of the World-Teacher should be made a requisite for
entry into the E.S.It is not for me to solve the difficulties of members on this matter. All I can do is
to state the problem in its various aspects, begging members to think clearly and not confusedly.
To any one really in earnest about truth, the existence of contradictions is not a sign that the
problem is hopeless and not worth further attention. Nearly every step forward into the domain of
truth has been by the clash of contrasted views.1.The O.H. knows that Krishnaji bears a very
special relation to the Lord Maitreya, the Head of the Second Ray. She states this relation in the
phrase, “the vehicle of the World-Teacher.” As the E.S. is an instrument in the hands of the Great
Hierarchy, the E.S. must be in no doubt concerning the work which the World-Teacher has done
through Krishnaji.2. The relation between the vehicle and the World-Teacher is one that we
cannot understand. The Lord has not revealed to us how He proposes to do His work; nor has
He revealed to us all the parts of His plans. He has revealed some, in the instructions already
given through the O.H. in the past. But it is obvious that to Him, as Hexiiis carrying out His plans,
there are no conflicting purposes. We must therefore, however confusing it all appears to us, go
upon the working hypothesis that all the seeming contradictions are parts of one harmonious
whole. Therefore, because the problem is difficult for us to understand, the O.H. while asking
assent to the statement that Krishnaji is the vehicle of the World-Teacher, is emphatically against
any enquiry as to how much or how little an E.S. member accepts Krishnaji as the mouthpiece of
the Lord. Whether on some occasions it is the Lord speaking, on other occasions it is only



Krishnaji, all such problems are not problems for the E.S. as a whole. Each member is given
perfect freedom what to think on this matter, with the proviso obviously that he must not try to
impose his convictions on others.3. All E.S. members must make a point of trying to understand
the drift of the message given through Krishnaji. Any great message intended to help the world
must surely have some illumination for every soul. As Bro. C.W. Leadbeater has said again and
again: “Do not, particularly when listening to Krishnaji speaking, allow the response of your mind
to be arrested by something which you cannot understand, which you cannot fit into what you
already know. Put aside for the time what confuses you. Accept what you can, and leave the rest
aside. Do not allow the objections of your mind to be a barrier to the outpouring of the Life which
the WorldTeacher is pouring through Krishnaji.”4. To all of us who have accepted Theosophy, no
one teaching at any given epoch is the whole truth. Hinduism gives truth, proclaiming
Samskâras or sacraments, with rituals and priest, and bases itself on the existence of God;
Buddhism completely ignores a Creator and is consistently against all ceremonies. Are these
two teachings contradictions? Obviously they are, if contrasted. But the Theosophist does not
contrast them; he tries to see them as Complementaries.The lofty “non-dual” teachings of
Advaita Vedânta of Shri Shankaràchàrya, with their tendency to starve out all love towards a
Creator, are repellent to the devout Bhakta follower of the “modified dual” teachings of
Vishishtàdvaita Vedânta of Shri Ràmânujàchàrya, with his teaching of devotion to God. How far
rituals are helpful, or necessary, or the reverse, is one of the problems which Hindu philosophers
have long discussed. There could be no greater contradiction than between some of the
teachings of the Lord Buddha, the World-Teacher of the last Dispensation, and thexiiiteachings
of Shri Krishna and the Christ, the World-Teacher of this Dispensation. Yet in the light of the
truths which Occultism reveals, the student learns to harmonise them. This attitude of ours in the
past should be our attitude today. We shall not deny that contradictions exist; but we shall know
that they can be harmonised when we shall possess a larger knowledge.5. In the meantime, the
E.S. is not a group of seekers of truth who are to think alike, but a group of workers to lessen the
misery of the world, under the leadership of the Masters,. Intellectual problems, however
confusing or painful, should not be allowed to make our hands idle in the doing of good work. If a
member thinks he can do better work outside the E.S. than within it, he should leave at once,
and go on his way rejoicing. And all E.S. members who for various reasons feel that the E.S. is
their best channel of service to the world should listen to Krishnaji in order to learn if perchance
there may not be ways of making their service more fruitful still of good to the world.6. Krishnaji
has spoken no more against the E.S. and the T.S. as organizations than against any other
bodies. He is impersonally pointing out the dangers in all organizations towards subservience
and towards the crushing out of individual judgment and effort. One need only glance at rigid
and crystallized organizations like the Roman Catholic Church and the Brahmanical priesthood
in India to realise how they do terrorize the individual, crushing his freedom of thought and
action, molding him to a pattern. There are advantages and disadvantages in organizations.
Krishnaji is emphasising the latter. Those of us who have decided to remain in the E.S. and in



the outer Society must protect ourselves against any defects in them as organizations while
utilizing to the full their advantages in living our lives of service.7. In the first pamphlet given to
the candidate in the E.S., Order of Hearers, the O.H. stated long ago: “The methods of seeking
differ in each [Discipline], but the end and object of each is the same— the realisation of the
INNER GOD. This is the true Wisdom, the true Gnosis; it is the direct knowledge of the
ETERNAL, by the unveiling of our own eternal nature, and that man can thus know is the
essence of Theosophy.”Has anything which Krishnaji has so far said been contrary to this
proclamation by the O.H. of what is the nature of the E.S. or what is meant by Theosophy? Is not
all that he has said an amplification of what every E.S. member is supposed to realise for
himself ? C.J.4Published in June 1932 for use in the Esoteric School only, we publish these
private papers called Shishya5, (this address, which exists in a French manuscript, has not been
revised or corrected by Krishnaji. In the stenographic copy there are certain gaps which have not
been filled in, and certain phrases are not clear in the report.) —C.J.Mr. Krishnamurti rose and
said:I beg you to listen to me with patience because I shall attempt to speak in French; but if I do
not succeed I shall ask Monsieur Demarquette to be kind enough to translate me. I shall tell you
in the beginning that Mrs. Besant and Mr. Leadbeater have often said and in forcible terms that
the School is the soul and the heart of the Theosophical Society.Now I am so convinced of that
idea that I should like you to analyse and examine it in order to understand it profoundly and
seriously. This is the place for self-preparation; it is here that we should prepare ourselves for the
mature work in the outer world and in the inner world.It is here that we must attain to the goal
whence we are able to see the little things that are around us which make us suffer, or in order to
understand them it is necessary to have an objective attitude.Now, in order to acquire this
objective attitude, it is not necessary, to my way of thinking, to always remain or think in the
same order of ideas; it is necessary to get away from them. We have created religious and
Theosophical grooves of every kind; it is necessary to get away from such narrowness, to rise, if
you can do it—but it is very difficult—to rise as on to a high mountain whence you can
see4Jinarajadasa, C., Shishya, ”Krishnaji” Vol.I, n2, September 1931, pp.27-31. 5A Sanskrit
word meaning ”disciple”.xvwhat is passing below you. You will then see that they are altogether
insignificant.Now we are like children. We place our hands on our eyes and ask where is the sun.
The sun exists on all sides; it is necessary to feel the sun with our souls, not with our words. It is
easy to feel it—this goal—with our words,but it is difficult to attain it.I should therefore like that
the School should be completely different, altogether worthy, if I may so say, so to be an
instrument of spirituality.For this School is a spiritual instrument.It is here that the Masters— if we
believe in the Masters—can work. Firstly, it is necessary to believe profoundly in the Masters—
not in sentimental Masters, not in imaginary Masters, for such Masters do not exist; but the real
Masters exist, who can help the world which is suffering and which is in misery under the weight
of . . . .Consecrate yourself to the Master. For that, it is necessary to be a man in the physical
sense . . . It is for this reason, I think, that this School was founded by Mme. Blavatsky. That was
some 40 years ago nearly. Naturally we have created a road for Theosophists along which only



Theosophists have gone. It is we who have created this way. We think that only we can walk
along this way. I believe that you are wrong in making this School very narrow. It ought to be at
once broad, it should have high views, and put our ideals so high that the whole world can come.
That is the way in which we can help the world. It is for us to relieve a little the suffering. . . .But to
do that—please believe that I am very serious—it is necessary to prepare oneself—not by
courses of lectures, not by books, not by words, that is quite easy and that is what the politicians
do, but at bottom they are selfish, or they do not possess ideas great enough to help the world,
no matter what nation, race or religion it may be.It is for us to be this instrument. To become that,
we must have the sacred fire, enthusiasm; we must have clear vision. Each one of us has
something of it, I see that, I am quite sure of it, but we are afraid of being . . . The goal is so
strong and powerful that it becomes somewhat blinding, and so we put as our goal other things
in order to understand it better. So we create wants, we forget the true God Who is in the whole
world. It is there that God exists. He does not exist in Tibet, that is to say, He exists there but He
exists in the whole world, in you and in the worst person who may be in the world. For this God
there is no race, there is no religion, no class.We must become this God. We must become this
Lord Who will soon give hope to the world. Above all, we must be full of compassion for the
world, even for the Germans, I mean, I beg you not to accuse me of being too German, Hindu or
French. For myself I desire to be very international. Do not charge me with being a Bolshevik. It is
the fault of the whole world to say: “If you are not fully . . . you are a black soul.”I beg you to
believe very seriously that this School ought to become something towards which the whole
world will come; something that can mitigate the sufferings which the whole world has. You have
that suffering, and the whole world has that suffering. It is for you to relieve it. From the beginning
you must have the attitude of a God. You can be a God, the whole world can be a God, and once
you have aquired this attitude all evil is unreal. Also I ask you to create a School such that a God
can be proud of it. I shall say very frankly and very kindly that this School is not what the Masters
wish—the Masters in you. You can see, if you examine it, all that in yourself, perhaps: “for
yourself ” is the meaning and for that once again it is necessary to attain the goal.I should like
you today to go from here with the sacred fire lit in you, in order that tomorrow you can be men
and women of such a sort that the whole world will come towards you, so that you will awaken in
the the same sacred fire.It is for that that I want you to leave here with this enthusiasm, which
you will have in you, if you are eager to help.6After reading the above statements by
Krishnamurti, we can understand why others to whom the thought of the Master, the personality
of the Master is not real. They are still undecided, the Masters are to them still pictures, what
Krishnamurti called “turbaned Masters”. To many, the Masters are just thought-forms and they
feel that unless the Master’s picture is there before them6 Jinarajadasa, C., Shishya, “Address
by Krishnaji to the E.S.”, Vol. I, n3., June 1932, pp. 6-9.xvii they cannot come near to Him.To
these also there is the opportunity of linking up with the great forces, and that is through
Theosophy. If the teachings are to you something which is not only just laws, but a great scheme
of the operation of the Divine Mind, it will bring you into communion with the great rates of



vibration. As you bring in that quality, you will be able to give out to the world your own truths,
your own realizations. You are the cup but the drink is not yours. Not because it has been
presented to you by Krishnamurti, or Besant, but because out of your own inner strivings you
have seen for yourselves.The following is said to be extracted from a letter dated January, 1924
from J. Krishnamurti printed in The Disciple, August, 1934, n3, (New Series), p.92. This is
published to show how material was edited when reprinted over the years. The first half of the
first paragraph below, does not appear in the later issues.Adyar as a Spiritual CentreIt is
essential for the individual member and for The Society that Adyar, as a great spiritual centre,
should be maintained worthy and dignified.The importance of this is so obvious that few can
doubt it.In this later issue published in The American Theosophist,February, 1943, Vol. XXXI, n2,
on the inside cover it reads:AdyarAdyar is, and always has been, a spiritual oasis to which the
weary traveler looks for comfort and repose. Though it may not be the privilege for each member
in the Society to go there from the world of wilderness, yet the mere existence of such a center
gives one an encouragement.I have visited many a wonderful land and seen many a famous
sight, but there is none to equal the extraordinary tangible something of our Adyar. There is an
atmosphere there that does not exist in many a church and temple, and there is a Presence
there that we expect a perceive in a sacred shrine. One can become either a Godxviiior a pitiful
sinner at Adyar. It is a wondrous spot, and it must be maintained as though it were a holy
temple.Adyar Day exists to remind the members of the glorious place and to urge them to do
their best to make Adyar a worthy and dignified shrine for the Masters.Publications today show
that it is printed with an additional paragraph:Adyar Day exists to remind the members of the
glorious place and to urge them to do their best to make Adyar a worthy and dignified shrine for
the Masters.Printed at the bottom of the inside cover: J. Krishnamurti, Adyar Notes and News,
April, 1928.At the special request of the officials of the Theosophical Society, Krishnamurti gave
a talk to the New York Theosophical Federation in 1930. He put forward his general attitude of
the futility of spiritual organizations, and declared that he was not a member of the Theosophical
Society and that evidently most leaders of the Society were out of sympathy with his attitude to
life. That is why the following address is important as the unfolding chapters will show the conflict
between the Theosophical Society and the point of view given by Krishnamurti.I hope that I may
speak frankly, and if I do, that none of you will be hurt. It sometimes happens that one man
dominates a number of individuals and leaves his imprint on them. That is not at all my desire.
As most theosophists in the world accept a great deal of authority—perhaps you may be the
exceptions—please do not class me among your leaders, because I am not a leader, and it is
the last wish of mine that I should become a leader.From my point of view, a man who desires to
seek truth cannot leave his mark on another. Neither can a man who has attained truth because
truth, liberation, or happiness, is purely an individual matter approached by no path whatsoever.
Therefore I do not wish you to accept anything that I say, and I mean this.The majority of
theosophists throughout the world—and probably here, too, because it is in the nature of human
beings—when they get discontented, leave one particular cage of an institution and join another



n which they are, equally, caught. I am not saying that you are in a cage—you must investigate
that for yourselves—but that is what happens throughout the world. You became members of the
Theosophical Society because you were dissatisfied with the things around you. You did not
approve of your religion, of a certain way of thought, a certain crystallization, and you left those
and joined this Theosophical Society to find truth, understanding of life, or with some similar
aim.If you would find anything in life, you must be continually discontented until the moment of
attainment. Discontentment is joyous. It is the only thing that is creative in man, because by
continually discarding and eliminating he finds what he desires to seek. The moment you
become crystallized in thought, in emotion, it is death. The individual will never find that which he
is seeking, through crystallization. Crystallization comes into being the moment you accept the
authority of anyone, and it generally happens that in societies, in religions, in institutions, one or
two individuals dominate the whole by their personality, by their knowledge, by their strength, by
their oratory, and so on.I am not insinuating anything, I am just stating facts as they happen in
the world. The moment you bear the stamp of authority or the mark of another, or allow your
heart and your mind to be moulded by the hand of another, you are incapable of finding truth.
From my point of view, no religion, no institution, no society can ever lead man to truth nor does
any society, institution or religion hold the truth, because truth is purely an individual affair and
has nothing to do with any organization whatsoever. That is my point of view, please. Do not all
resign from the Society because I say it.As you know, I have dissolved the Order of the Star and
I do not belong to any Society, but do not think that I am working on my own. I am not. It does not
interest me to create an organization. I say that for me the truth is the perfect poise of mind and
reason and affection and, to attain that, organization is wholly unnecessary. I am not working or
talking to imprint what I think on another, because that would be creating another cage instead
of setting man free. I have dissolved the Order, and it is my last wish that any ofxxyou here who
listen to me should follow anyone, including myself, because no one has the truth except
yourself. No one can give you truth. No Master, no guide, no teacher, no messages can give it to
you.I am sorry if I speak strongly. It is my point of view. Please examine it as you would examine
anything else, quite impersonally, without any antagonism. I do not want anything from anyone—
your money or your buildings or your possessions or your organization. If you care to listen to
me, you must do what you think is right. That is the only way to attain, the only way to arrive, and
not through the reaction of a crowd around you, of your society, religions, sects, and
classes.Truth for me, that which every man is seeking, can only be achieved, arrived at through
self-perfection, through the constant readjustment between reason, conscious thought, and
fluttering, fluctuating emotion. That perfect balance, harmony, poise, can only be arrived at
through experience—your experience, not the experience of another.That to me is the
truth,which is unconditional because it is the incorruptibility of the self, and when once you have
made that self incorruptible, it becomes the whole, and not the part. Then there is no separation.
When the self is incorruptible it is omniscient because it includes the whole. There cannot be
omniscience, perfect knowledge, in the world of phenomena, which is relative, because there is



constant change, multiplication of manifestations, whereas the perfect incorruptible self is
omniscient, because in it is no separation. And that lies entirely and wholly within oneself, not
outside, however much you may examine the planes at different levels. Such truth, such perfect
harmony, such happiness, such ecstasy of purpose and delight, does not lie in any organization,
does not lie at the door or at the altar of churches, or within the folds of religions or priests, nor
can force radiating from any place give it to you. That is my point of view.Who can tell you if you
are corruptible or incorruptible except yourself ? Who can make you happy except yourself ?
What is the use of surrounding yourself with innumerable gods to find the eternal? You must tear
yourself away from all gods to find life. If you must worship, worship; the man that is next to you,
the man in the field, the man in the street. That is my point of view. And when once you have that
vision of the perfect man, the liberated man, then your vision is your yoga, and all the problems
that confront you are no longer problems. It is because you do not know what you want, because
you are uncertain of your desires that you seek the innumerable channels which you think are
essential.The idea of discipleship, mystery, occultism—which is only the examination of
phenomena on another plane—from my point of view will not lead to truth. I repeat, from my
point of view; do not quote it tomorrow and say it is your point of view. Think it over. Either accept
or reject, but do not be indifferent to things. If what I say is false, and what you say is right, then
go after it with vehemence, with an open mind, with eagerness; but if what I say is true, practise
it with the same interest—not enthusiasm because enthusiasm fails, whereas interest never
disappears.You have divided life into many temperaments, many systems, many paths, mystic
and occult, and all that paraphernalia, and in this way you think you understand truth. From my
point of view truth has no path. it is a pathless land through which you must thrust your own way,
and that way is not the way of another, and that way cannot be laid down for another.This is a
serious matter, and I am fully aware of the confusion in the Theosophical Society with regard to
my attitude, and naturally so, because I will not compromise in my attitude with your leaders, and
your leaders are not with me. I do not mind it in the least, because to me, truth is a thing that
cannot be stepped down or altered for the convenience of societies, organizations and religious
bodies. Because you have leaders, because you follow your leaders, there is confusion.Do not
say that because I am ‘disloyal’, I am asking you to be disloyal. I am not talking about loyalty, I
am talking about truth; and once you are loyal to truth, you are loyal to everyone, to every man,
every human being, every thing that is animate or inanimate. Your leaders have said that I am
going to be something, and when that something contradicts what they have said, naturally there
is confusion. It is very simple. They are not in agreement with me, nor I with them. It is a very
simple matter so why hedge about it?And it must always be so if you are following someone, if
you are always sitting down under authority and worshipping the shade ofxxiiauthority. I do not
know why you have leaders at all, of any kind— especially spiritual leaders. How can you have
spiritual leaders? How can you follow anyone except yourselves, when you are a body of
seekers after truth? You are not seeking truth the moment you follow anyone. You are seeking to
satisfy your frightened desires. You are afraid.Please do not look at all this from the point of view



of an organization, because I have no organization. I do not want you to leave one organization
and come into mine. I do not want you to be followers of Krishnamurti, that does not interest me.
Personality is nothing, but to you personalities are the chief thing. Naturally, therefore, there is
confusion.You are quarrelling over how much of the consciousness of the Lord Maitreya is
working through Krishnamurti, and so are your leaders. This is not personal, and I hope you will
not take it in a personal way. Of what value is it to know who is speaking? They can never know
who I am. No man can know except the man who is made perfect in himself, and then he will
understand. I am not doing any propaganda here. I am talking very seriously, because you
started out to seek truth, and you are caught up in dogmas, creeds beliefs, ceremonies, forming
new religions and new creeds, and it is a sorrowful thing to watch people caught up in cages,
and thinking that they are breaking down cages when they are only decorating the bars and
becoming brilliant in their skilful decoration in the world of phenomena.Please believe me when I
say that I do not want any following, that I have no organization, and that I am not working on my
own in opposition to someone else. I am just stating what I know to be the truth for me, what to
me is the highest reality, what to me is the uncompromising attitude between the essential and
the unessential. Naturally there is an immense difference between your leaders and myself, and
it is no good going about concealing these things. You cannot be politic with regard to spiritual
things. Then you put organization before the real. Then you hedge about the real with your
artificialities of organization. Then a sect becomes greater than the whole.There cannot be
crystallization of thought, solidifying of your emotions, if there is the continual, conscious, active,
intense interestxxiiiin what you are seeking, and to find out what you are seeking you must
discover the secret pursuit of your thought. If your thought is pursuing comfort, you will have
shelters, gurus, Masters. You will at once say, “Do not Masters exist?” I say to that, Masters,
apparitions, devas, angels, have nothing to do with the realization of spirituality. They are of no
use for your realization. That is my point of view, please. Therefore, examine your secret pursuits
of desire, because once you have your desires open, then you can walk cleanly and freshly
without the burden of unnecessary things.From my point of view, when there is that intense
desire to find out and to become—not merely to live in theories—then you do not live in a world
of a different phenomenon, however high that be. What is the good of all your theories, your
immense organizations, your churches and your religious worships, when there is sorrow? Who
cares for all of these things? I know you look at it all very intellectually and say one must have
knowledge. Yes, but what is your knowledge worth when there is not this burning thing behind it?
You may go down any street and see churches where vast sums of money are being spent in
adoration and worship born of fear, and walking beside them you see a man or a woman in
tears. What is the good of such things?Sorrow gives understanding, not knowledge. Sorrow
gives you the energy, the vitality to fight all this, not your comfortable, secluded spots of
specialized sects, worships, religions, the competition of degrees of spirituality.Please do not get
emotional over this. To understand anything you must look at it quite detachedly and, when there
is that understanding of detachment, there is action, the real kind of action that does not leave a



mark on the life of another.From my point of view, there is no path to truth, nor will the cultivation
of innumerable paths lead you to truth. Truth can only be approached through experience,
through constant growth, through sorrow, strife, ecstasy. Through that growth you become, and
in that full conscious being lies balance and hence truth. If a man would find such a truth, if he
would become that whole, he must not have any compromise. Compromise is the result of fear,
of uncertainty, is destructive, negative; whereas certainty gives that dynamic quality which will
enable you always to choose the essential and put aside the unessential. When you perceive the
vision of life, then the manner of attaining it is to make the end the means, by always keeping
that vision in full clarity and by walking in that clarity.I know—please do not think I am speaking
out of harshness or out of narrow fanaticism—that Theosophists all over the world have done
great things, sacrificed immensely, and it were a pity if they merely became followers instead of
using their capacity to develop themselves, and hence, everyone around them.The quality of a
bourgeois, to me, is that of fear which incapacitates the mind and the heart from free function
and spontaneous activity. If you would attain truth, let no man leave an imprint of his hand on
your mind and heart, and do not leave your imprint on another’s.7On October 30th, 1930,
Rajagopal announces that since the dissolution of the Order of the Star,and that since there is
danger that its readers will become a sect, the present name of the International Star Bulletin
has lost its significance, and a new one has become necessary. From January 1st of 1931, the
International Star Bulletin will therefore be published under a name that will more accurately
describe its nature and contents. But a change of name has proved impracticable. Therefore
they decided to keep the name Star Bulletin for another year, omitting the word International as
unnecessarily long and cumbersome. Another reason for the change, was that Krishnamurti’s
travels prevented his total attention to the necessary corrections of manuscripts, so not giving
enough reasonable time for publication.Since the dissolving of the Order of the Star in 1929,
Krishnamurti felt that the word Star should no longer be used in connection with his writings or
activities. As a symbol it has lost its meaning; and they had no further use for symbols. To
change the7Krishnamurti, J., International Star Bulletin, “An Address”, n5, May 1930, pp.
18-24.xxv name would cause considerable difficulty and expense. No perfect name could be
found to make it worth while.It is reported that the Order of the Star has been revived since 1982
by a group in England, and is now a small international organization hoping to invoke the
presence of Christ on earth by meditation. The new Order of the Star sees itself as continuing
Besant’s work and draws heavily on the Alice Bailey writings. It is believed by this group that
when Krishnamurti dissolved the Order of the Star, the World-Teacher withdrew His influence
from Krishnamurti, and that Krishnamurti failed. More information can be located in a book by
Catherine Wessinger, Annie Besant and Progressive Messianism: 1847-1933 (Studies in
Women & Religion).Alice Bailey (1880-1949),who broke away from the Theosophical Society in
the 1920’s is probably the first to coin the term “the Age of Aquarius.”The hope for the coming of
the World-Teacher designed the “The Great Invocation,” a prayer to invoke the presence of the
Christ on earth.The Theosophical Society itself is no longer a progressive messianic movement



due to the disappointment and confusion caused by Krishnamurti.Dr. Besant returned to
America for the last time in 1929, it was then that some of her staff noticed a fragment, as it
were, of her old self shinning through. She made a large decision at this time regarding
Krishnamurti and his teachings, that maybe she may have come to regret. Her forces were
feeble then, and there was not that grand completeness in her which many were so accustomed
to see.It was in 1931 that she reminded her followers to go deep within themselves and give
their trust there. “Learn to trust the divine in you,”she said,“There lies your real strength. You are
divine.” Warrington looked upon this utterance as the summing up of her life’s philosophy, and
coming as it did, as the last she ever made in public after a lifetime giving selfless devotion to the
welfare of humanity.What The Society has achieved, what it is today, and most of all what we
can make of it if we take hold of our trusteeship rightly, are matters evaluated less by our words
than by our lives.Sidney A. Cook was born in England, and after living quietly in retirement in
England, died on August 5, 1965, after fifty-one years of unbroken membership in the
Theosophical Society.Sidney A. Cook had been elected to the National Presidency in 1931 to
1945, as successor to Mr. L.W. Rogers, who was resigning as National president in order to turn
his full attention to lecturing and writing on Theosophy. He spoke of the responsibility he felt to
carry on “the work of the Society that it may be truly Their work, conducted in deep humility in a
manner acceptable to Them.” He was International Vice-President of the Society from 1946 to
1960.He brought to the work a business acumen and administrative genius that enabled the
Section to achieve a debt free Headquarters by 1938, when a “Burn-the-Bonds” campaign
cleared the final liabilities.In 1932, a year after he became National President, the then twenty-
acre estate was given the name of “Olcott,” thus memorializing the President-Founder of the
Society on the 100th anniversary of Olcott’s birth.xxvii Chapter I1932On December 18, 1931,
due to the uncertainty of Dr. Besant’s health, it was thought advisable that the Vice-President,
A.P. Warrington should take up his residence, along with Mrs. Warrington at Adyar, and assist in
the administration and guidance of The Society with Ernest Wood, Recording Secretary, and A.
Schwarz, Treasurer. Subsequently, Mr. Wood accepted the nomination for President and
resigned his post. Mr. Frei would replace him as the Recording Secretary.Warrington wrote from
Hong Kong in December en route to India that they had been having a great trip and enjoying it
immensely. Thanksgiving dinner was in Shanghai with Dorothy Arnold and Mrs. Kay Campbell,
both of whom had friends in Ojai.Still leading the Society was Dr. Besant as ever powerful and
compassionate. She was now at her last hour, gradually losing her strength. She stressed the
work of the Elder Brethren which always lay so dear to her heart—the Future of the
Theosophical Society. Her message for the year 1932 was on the question—“What are we doing
to turn our claim into a reality—being a nucleus of Universal Brotherhood?”Beginning the new
year, C.W. Leadbeater gave a talk in the Shrine Room to the E.S. members regarding a lot of
discussion about liberation and freedom.This was due to the fact that Krishnamurti had been
emphasizing liberation very much during his talks. Leadbeater felt that liberation for most of the
E.S. members is a thing that they can attain only by degrees. He knew that Krishnamurti spoke



of leaping to the ultimate liberation, but Leadbeater reminded the students that it is hardly a
possibility as yet for most of them to have reached that point when they can escape from the
round of births and deaths. Leadbeater told them that Krishnamurti had lived many lives to earn
the true Liberation of all, from Samsâra. (Sam-sâra, Sans., wandering.); the passage through the
three worlds; the “wheel” of birth and death.Leadbeater reminded the students, that each of
them must not be entangled in Krishnamurti’s use of words, because the very words liberation
and freedom is sometimes misused by him. Remembering one lecture that Krishnamurti gave
about Theosophy to an audience during the early years at Adyar. Krishnamurti said, “God has a
plan and that plan is evolution.”By 1932, Krishnamurti took the meaning quite differently when he
said there was not a plan. Of course, Leadbeater did not understand that, because it seemed
very obvious that there certainly is a plan to all this chaos.Adyar Theosophical Society
Headquarters, 1905—7—Dr. G. de Purucker, successor to Mrs. K.A. Tingley, of the Universal
Brotherhood and Theosophical Society,with Headquarters at Point Loma (now Covina)
California wrote to Dr. Besant.The American newspapers had given exaggerated accounts of the
unrest in India, and Dr. de Purucker thought if a violent outburst did occur, work at Adyar might
have to be moved, and he offered 200 of their 330 acres at a very modest price.January 25
1932Point Loma, CaliforniaDr. Annie BesantPresident, the Theosophical SocietyAdyar, Madras,
IndiaMy Dear Dr. Besant,I am writing to you by request of our Leader, Dr. de Purucker, and also
on behalf of all the members of our Headquarters’ Staff here at Point Loma, to express to you
the concern that we have felt in regard to the reports of your health; and also the pleasure at the
most recent report that you were better, and were able again to attend and to speak at meetings
of the Society at Adyar.We feel indeed that there is still work for you to do, and it is our hope that
this improvement of your health may continue.We have felt much concern also over the general
unsettled condition in India; and indeed, we hope that a peaceful solution may be found, and
that there may be no resorting to violence, still all this is in the balance. We know the deep
interest that you have in India, and that the present time must be quite an anxious one for you.It
is our hope, as just said, that there may be no outbreak of violence which may sweep over the
whole country, but if this should be imminent, and the political conditions in India should become
so unsettled as to make it impossible or inadvisable for your Headquarters Adyar to continue to
carry on its work, we here, and I write, as said above, on behalf of our Chief, Dr. de Purucker,
and the Headquarters’ Staff—would be glad to offer you personally a peaceful and more central
home for your activities, here at Point Loma. Furthermore, in the event that the General Council
of the Adyar Society might deem it advisable, on account of conditions in India, to remove your
Theosophical Headquarters from India, and if they would agree to transfer your Headquarters’
activities here also to Point Loma, we would be most happy to offer to your General Council two
hundred acres of our present estate of some three hundred and thirty acres at a very modest
price.We hope, of course, as said above, that a peaceful solution may be found for the difficulties
which at the present time are so acute in India, and indeed all over the world; but in case of
serious eventualities that may make a change appear inevitable, we should be very happy to



have you yourself personally, and also the General Council of the Society, give consideration to
this letter.Indeed, dear Dr. Besant, in this connection I am strongly reminded of something that I
heard several years ago; namely, that on more than one occasion you yourself had said
something to the effect that you looked forward to the time when our Point Loma Headquarters
and your own work would be closely associated. The remarkable thing about this, my dear Dr.
Besant, is that Katherine Tingley many times during past years stated that it was her conviction
that Point Loma—not necessarily our own Headquarters—would some day likewise be the seat
of your Society, as well as our own. Truly would not this contiguity or juxtaposition of the two
Headquarters, if it can be brought about, be one of the noblest efforts towards unification of the
two main bodies in the Theosophical Movement?With fraternal and affectionate greetings,Most
sincerely yours,Joseph H. Fussell,Secretary-GeneralThere had been some fraternization
between Lodges of the various twenty or more different kinds of Theosophical Societies. By the
27th of June, at the invitation of Dr. de Purucker, Dr. and Rukmini Arundale, with a number of
members from other countries, met and in speeches throughout the day expressed their feelings
of good will to all theosophists, and to all other Theosophical Societies outside their own, uniting
in loyalty to their envoy Mme. Blavatsky.March 7 1932the Theosophical Society, Vice-President’s
OfficeAdyar, Madras, IndiaDr. Joseph H. Fussell, Secretary-General, the Theosophical Society
Point Loma, CaliforniaDear Doctor,I have pleasure in acknowledging your most fraternal
communication of January 25th, addressed to the President, Dr. Annie Besant.It has been many
months since Dr. Besant has been able to attend to business of any character except at rare
intervals, and then only for a few minutes when she appeared to be least in a state of fatigue.
Even her correspondence has had to be answered by others authorized to do so. Hence the
present reply by myself to your letter.I am sure Dr. Besant would wish me to express her sincere
appreciation to Dr. de Purucker and all the members of your Headquarters’ Staff at Point Loma
for their sympathetic feelings of concern in regard to the reports of her health. At the same time
we, her co-workers here, regret we cannot confirm “the most recent report” that she is “able
again to attend and to speak at meetings of the Society at Adyar,” although one incident of the
most unexpected nature occurring at the late Convention, as published in The Theosophist,
does tend to give coloring to that view. Since then she has kept closely to her room, save for an
occasional drive.The concern you feel “over the general unsettled condition in India” is no doubt
being felt by all the friends of India throughout the world. But to us here on the spot, so to say, the
outlook does not seem so very dark. There are no signs to me of anything akin to such an
upheaval in the country as will put the life of the ordinary citizen in jeopardy. Moreover, the
Theosophical Society has from the beginning eschewed all politics as a Society, and we here do
not see any danger at all to its routine activities.Nevertheless your thoughtful and generous offer
to provide our Headquarters with asylum in case of trouble is met with a hearty and
understanding appreciation. Moreover your willingness to sell to us a portion of your beautiful
estate at Point Loma in the unlikely event that conditions in India should become permanently
forbidden, is deemed here to be a gesture of great brotherliness such as our Foundress, H.P.B.,



would have rejoiced to see expressed by any of her faithful followers.That our membership may
be informed of all this, we shall take the liberty of publishing both your letter and this my reply in
an early number of The Theosophist.But, as to Adyar, there is to my mind no more favored spot
in all the world for the headquarters of a spiritual society. It was to Adyar that H.P.B. and Colonel
Olcott were sent by the Masters to found the centre for Their outer use. It is Adyar that bears the
powerful imprint of Their sacred influence. It is Adyar that is near to Them, geographically
considered, and to that august spiritual capitol of the world, Shamballa, whose primary channel
of influence it long since came to be.And it is India, Adyar’s home, that embodies the most
uplifting and dynamically spiritual atmosphere of any land; for it is here that great Rishis, Avatars,
Buddhas, Masters and Adepts, have lived and labored as no where else, and the power They
exerted and impressed upon this land can never be erased, even by the distracted conditions
that have existed on lower planes during centuries of decadence, and from which, like another
Phoenix, India is rising once more to take the lead in the world’s spiritual regeneration.With
fraternal greetings to all, I am,most sincerely yours,A.P. Warrington, Vice-President1Written in
The Theosophical Messenger for January 1932, Vol. XX, the Editor of the magazine reports that
he received the following corrections from Joseph H. Fussell that the newspaper report referred
to by L.W. Rogers in the December Theosophical Messenger misquotes Dr. de Purucker and
that the statement as reported, that ‘The Adyar Theosophist Society of India was formed late in
the last century, after the death of H.P. Blavatsky,’ was not made by Dr. de Purucker, nor did he
say that he believed ‘that this faction would soon return to the mother-organization.’—7—It was
believed that Krishnamurti would not get back to Ojai again until 1934, so letters went out to Mr.
& Mrs. Staggs, Miss Mequillet being told they had better not miss the June 1 to 8 Ojai Camp,
even if they have to walk, but they were not able to attend, but hoped to see Krishnamurti’s visit
to Cleveland in September.February 29 1932Dear Mr. Warrington,I have a little news item for you
that I think will please you, and this is my excuse for bothering you with a letter. I enclose a copy
of the minutes of the annual meting of the Krotona Trustees which was held last Tuesday in
Hollywood.1Single pamphlet of 6 pages “Point Loma’s offer to Adyar”.The resolution referring to
the exchange of real estate or the note owed by the Order of the Star in the East should perhaps
have a little explanation. You will remember that we took an option on the Madge Mercer Tract
before Krishnaji ever had any idea of coming to that end of the valley with his Camp, our purpose
being to purchase the land and then re-sell it as a subdivision in order that Krotona might have a
chance to buy the rest of the hilltop directly south of Mr. Munson’s house. However, before Mr.
Zalk or I had concluded the transaction, the option was turned over to the Order of the Star in the
East, and the arrangements I had made with Mrs. Mercer for absorbing two of our Sutter Basin
bonds at par was continued by the Order of the Star and Krotona took a note for $2000.As the
Ojai Star Institute Trustees have arranged this year for the refunding of all the old loans, I took
advantage of the opportunity to secure this hilltop, which they seemed quite willing to let go to
Krotona in order to retire the $2000 note. Thus after many years our original purpose is
accomplished, and I thought you would be pleased to hear about it.I assume that you and Mrs.



Warrington are intending to stay at Adyar indefinitely, as I have heard no rumors to the contrary.
We would be pleased to get a little note from you if you have time, telling us the news about
Adyar and particularly about Dr. Besant. The last word I had, which was by letter today, was that
she is just about the same. I should certainly appreciate it, if you have opportunity, if you will
convey to her my love and best wishes.With kindest regards to both yourself and Mrs.
Warrington, I remain ever,Very sincerely yours,G. H. HallTo which came the reply:—April 6
1932My dear George,I am very glad indeed to learn that we are to have the north-east corner of
the Mercer Tract, giving us that fine site with the western outlook over Santa Ana Valley, which
has been so much admired. The next time you write, I should be glad to have a little pencil
drawing of the piece we shall get, in its exact relation to our west line, and how far the
intersection of our line with the north line of the piece lies from the gate leading into the Star
lands near the Nursery. How close does the piece come to that Carnes Boulevard we built down
the side of the hill? It would be interesting to learn what is to become of that part of the Star
property which lies immediately north of the Mercer piece and co-extensive with it as far north as
our north-west corner. For a long time I have felt that our hill acreage will never be properly
protected until by acquisition it is extended westward as far as that Carnes road. The acquisition
of the piece you mention goes a long ways towards this. Some day I hope it may be completed.
You know, that balance due to us by the President was borrowed, not for herself, but to help in
the purchase of some part of the lands held by the Star people. I suppose there is no way to
bring this into a settlement by having them deed to us that remaining piece we need if we will
cancel the balance due to us on the President’s note. When these people realize how much the
President has done for them, having sacrificed in many ways, I cannot but see that they will want
to do this act of grateful service to her before she passes. Talk it over with Louis, but please don’t
quote me anymore than you absolutely have to do. I am sure you will see my point in all this.
When I say, don’t quote, I mean to others than Louis. When you write, tell me also how last year’s
budget came out.The President continues about the same. She is very weak and thin. She told
Betty the other day, she did not know why she was staying, for she was so very old and weak.
When she talks, it is in a piping, childlike voice, so different from the deep, round tones we have
admired so in her. It is reported here that she is waiting for a body in one of the few remaining
pure Aryan families now in India. But I have not yet had the rumor confirmed by CWL who is
quoted as authority. After she passes, there will be about nine months in which I suppose I shall
have to carry on until the new President is elected. Then—well, God bless the new President; I
shall not want his job, but shall wish to return to Krotona and see what can be done there.I hear
very good reports of your restored health, and hope you have heard similar reports of mine. I am
really feeling better than I have felt for many years, with not a pain in sight any longer.We shall be
glad to hear from you whenever you may wish to write. With the most cordial greetings to you
both. From us both, Sincerely always,A.P. Warrington—7—March 10 1932My dear Miss Poutz,I
have not really broken out in the above letter-head. It is just the first proof, which I have rejected.I
am enclosing this week, for the edification of the Krotonians ALONE, some correspondence that



will highly interest every member there. It had been my purpose to send off today, which is mail
day, a regular Krotona letter to be shared by a few others. But the enclosures, I thought, were too
rich to be shelved for any kind of cause. So here they go to you. I should like to be there to hear
some of the remarks. But ask them not to say anything about it until there is some
announcement of it made in some publication. Sooner or later The Theosophist will publish the
letters, perhaps in the next issue. Meantime we must not say anything, but just chuckle to
ourselves. The enclosed were the first draft of Warrington’s reply to Fussell with the remarks that
the cancellations etc., were made for policy’s sake.I have at last taken up the same kind of
evening work here as that I did on Friday evenings at Krotona, using the very same evening in
fact. And I have done this in spite of the sorry fact, that I have been suffering from a bad cold and
an obstinate case of diarrhea, two ailments I never have in California. If I don’t catch anything
worse, I guess I can survive, though such troubles to do take it out of one.Anyway, I have lost
every vestige of my arthritis, and that is something, let me tell you.Much love to you all,A.P.
Warrington—7— From George Hall to Louis Zalk:—May 10 1932Dear Louis:
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